INVITATION TO BID

The World Bank Office in Skopje invites all interested companies to express interest and bid for providing services for each of the following:

1. Translation and Interpretation Services | Translation Sample
2. Transportation Services
3. Toners and Maintenance of Copy Machines and Fax (Canon)
4. Office Supplies
5. Event Organization
6. Maintenance of the Office Building | Office Aide Requirements
7. Printing Services

NOTE: Only companies may bid for these contracts and may bid for one or more of the services listed above.

For any additional questions and forms for submission of bid please visit our web site at https://www.worldbank.org/en/country/northmacedonia or please call The World Bank Office, Sara Al Bander on the following phone 3117-159 in the period from 28-30 September 2021.


***

Канцеларијата на Светска Банка во Скопје ги повикува сите заинтересирани компании на конкурс за склучување на работа за горенаведените области.

***

Banka Botërore Zyra në Shkup, fton të gjitha kompanitë e interesuara të konkurojnë për kontrata pune në fushat e sipërmbendura.